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Aims and objectives
Despite lung cancer preventive strategies, lung cancer remains the third highest cause of
cancers worldwide [1] with a rising incidence of the disease [2]. In addition, lung cancer
is the commonest cause of cancer related deaths [3] accounting for around 1.7 million
annual deaths globally. This high mortality rate is in part due to the fact that lung cancer
is often diagnosed at an advanced stage of disease. The results of the National Lung
Screening Trial (NLST) showed that early detection of lung cancer is possible using lowdose CT in a high-risk population and that this is associated with a decrease in both lung
cancer related and overall mortality. This has led to the approval of lung cancer screening
in the USA [4]. The benefits of lung cancer screening and early detection of lung cancer
are also supported by the findings of the Benelux NELSON trial.
Lung cancer is ideally diagnosed by histopathological confirmation on a tissue sample.
However, the diagnostic process usually begins with detection of pulmonary nodules
or masses, usually through medical imaging. Pulmonary nodules are very common
and most are benign, however benign and malignant nodules can have identical
appearances, so all should be flagged up as potential cancers. The biggest challenges
when it comes to pulmonary nodule detection on CT are acceptable sensitivity levels
and reading times. The importance of high sensitivity for pulmonary nodule detection is
underscored by the fact that many failures in lung cancer diagnosis are due to errors of
detection rather than interpretation [5,6]. Over the last two decades a substantial number
of studies [7,8,9] have evaluated the performance of (sub-specialist) radiologists for the
specific task of detecting pulmonary nodules and have shown that there is room for
improvement.
In addition, pulmonary nodule guidelines recommend the use of different cut-off levels for
nodule size and/or volume and volume doubling time as metrics to assess nodule size
and growth [10-16]. Most recently, there seems to be consensus that semi-automated
volume assessment gives the most robust assessment for lung nodules and is most
helpful for determining growth during follow up. [14-16] Apart from the measurement of
size and/or volume, another important parameter to consider is the makeup of pulmonary
nodules (solid vs sub-solid), as their malignant potential is significantly different. [17] In
spite of both these size/volume and composition management guidelines, many hospitals
currently do not have the the tools to perform these measurements in a timely and
accurate manner, both due to a lack of software and due to a lack of suitably trained
radiologists. Therefore, software aided detection and classification of lung nodules would
be a welcome addition to the radiologist's diagnostic arsenal and could facilitate the rollout of CT lung cancer screening as has been advocated. [18].
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the clinical performance of a Deep Learning
computer assisted diagnosis system (CAD) for lung nodule segmentation on CT Chest.
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Methods and materials
Patient population: A total of 349 chest CT examinations from 324 unique subjects were
retrospectively selected from the NHS Lothian database. Eligibility of CT scans for each
of the 5 group was determined using information from the radiology reports with cross
referencing to the electronic health records as appropriate. Subjects for the first two
groups were selected to mimic a lung cancer screening population. Inclusion criteria
were subjects between 50-74 years of age, current smokers or those with a smoking
history and/or reported to have radiological evidence of pulmonary emphysema were
found eligible for the first two groups. Group 1 consists of 181 CT scans which were
clinically reported as being free from pulmonary nodules and group 2 consists of 100
CT scans which were reported to have at least 1 and no more than 10 pulmonary
nodule(s). Group 3 consists of 25 CT scans which were followed up for the presence of a
pulmonary nodule, group 4 consists of the follow-up CT scans of group 3. Finally, group
5 consists of 18 CT scans with part-solid and/or ground-glass nodule(s) described in the
original radiology report. Group 5 was intended to increase the overall number of subsolid nodules. Specific exclusion criteria were slice thickness >3mm and the presence of
diffuse pulmonary disease in the radiology report and/or the CT images, with widespread
abnormalities such as interstitial lung disease, which is very likely to lead to significant
symptoms and therefore didn't correspond with an asymptomatic screening subject.
CT protocol: This was to be a "real life" group of subjects, so irrespective of type of CT
scanner used, presence or absence of intravenous contrast or actual protocol applied.
Patients were scanned with Aquilion (n=330), Aquilion-CX (n=2), and Aquilion ONE
(n=1) CT scanners from Canon Medical Systems (formerly Toshiba Medical Systems),
Otawara, Japan and LightSpeed (n=2), LightSpeed Plus (n=2) CT scanners from General
Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, United States. Intravenous contrast medium was
used in 22 CT scans. Image orientation direction were Feet First-Supine (FFS, n=277),
Head First-Supine (HFS, n=44), Feet First-Prone (FFP, n=9) and Head First-Prone (HFP,
n=7). The mean tube peak potential energies used for scan acquisition was 120 kVp,
(median: 120 kVp, range: 120-140 kVp). The average tube current was 243 mAs (median:
232 mAs, range: 80-491 mAs) and the average CTDIvol was 14.0 mGy (median: 14.8
mGy; range: 2.9-29.7). Data were reconstructed at a mean slice thickness of 1.0 mm
(median: 1.0mm, range 1.0-2.5mm). The following reconstruction kernels were used for
CT scans from Canon Medical Systems FC03 (n=120), FC07 (n=99), FC08 (n=4), FC10
(n=3), FC12 (n=7), FC30 (n=1), FC51 (n=99) and LUNG (n=3), STANDARD (n=1) for CT
scans from GE Medical Systems. All CT scans were reconstructed using filtered backprojection.
Nodule definition: The Fleischner Society's definition for pulmonary nodules was broadly
used during this study. However the term "pulmonary nodule," was deliberately not firmly
defined since the notion of nodule may not represent a single entity capable of verbal
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definition [12] and therefore the interpretation of the "noduleness" of a lesion was left at
the discretion of the readers, with the proviso that the largest axial diameter was between
#3mm and #30mm. Nodules with largest axial diameter between #5mm (or a volume of
#80mm3) and #30mm were called "actionable nodules".
CAD software: The CAD software evaluated in this study was Veye Chest version 2.0
(Aidence B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands).
Image annotation: A two-phase process was developed for the asynchronous
interpretation by a panel of three thoracic radiologists with at least 9 years experience in
reading Chest CT scans, JM, GR and EB, expert readers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Prior
to the start of the study each reader received training on the annotation tasks and how to
use the annotation tool. A comprehensive set of written instructions was available during
the entire annotation process.
In summary, the initial "blinded" phase required readers 1 and 2 to independently
perform a free search on all CT scans on a radiology reporting workstation. In half
of the CT scans, which were selected at random, the detection results of CAD were
made available. The study design ensured that each CT scan was reviewed twice,
once by each reader, once by one reader with the results of CAD (AIDED) and once
by the other reader without (UNAIDED). Readers were asked to identify all lesions
which they considered to be a pulmonary nodule without clear benign morphological
characteristics (i.e. calcified nodules). They could mark a pulmonary nodule by adding
a manual annotation or classify a CAD prompt as either a true positive or false positive.
They were required to register all nodules that were present on CT scans from both
groups 3 and 4, where possible. Finally, the readers also classified all false positive
prompts in three different groups: micro-nodules (largest axial diameter <3mm), masses
(largest axial diameter >30mm), benign nodules (benign calcification pattern or clear
benign perifissural appearance), non-nodules (any finding that could not be classified
in any of the other sub-groups). Subsequently, non-nodules were further classified as:
pleural plaque, scar tissue, atelectasis, fibrosis, fissure thickening, pleural fluid, pleural
thickening, intrapulmonary vessels, consolidations, outside of lung tissue, or other (free
format). After completing all the readings on the workstations the readers subsequently
reviewed their own previously identified nodules on a tablet (iPad Pro). The reader was
asked to determine the composition (solid or sub-solid) of the nodule and subsequently
segment the nodule on every slice by delineating the border using a stylus (Apple
Pencil). After the blinded phase was completed the results from readers 1 and 2 were
evaluated for the presence of any discrepancies. Discrepancies were defined as a
difference between the results in terms of: location (3D dice coefficient of 0); composition;
segmentation (3D dice coefficient < -1 standard deviation of the mean 3D dice coefficient)
and nodule registration. The second "unblinded" phase required reader 3 to adjudicate
all discrepancies from the blinded phase without the results of CAD, free search was not
allowed. The review was performed using the same materials used in the blinded phase.
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Reader 3 created a third independent reading for each nodule that had a discrepancy
for at least one characteristic.
Reference standard: All segmentations of a nodule from groups 1-3 and 5 were retained.
Data analysis: The segmentation accuracy of readers was calculated as the dice
coefficient between each reader's segmentation and the segmentations of the other
readers and subsequently averaged (inter-reader dice coefficient). The segmentation
accuracy of CAD alone was calculated as the dice coefficient between each CAD
segmentation and each individual reader segmentation and subsequently averaged.
A dice coefficient score of 1.0 is considered a perfect overlap. In addition, the interreader mean diametric and volumetric discrepancy was calculated using the largest
axial diameter and volume from each segmentation of each reader's segmentation and
compared to those from the other readers, this was also calculated for CAD alone
compared to the other readers.
Statistical Analysis: One-tailed Welch's t-test was used to accept the hypothesis that the
mean CAD dice score is higher to the mean inter-reader dice score (p < 0.05).
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Images for this section:

Fig. 1: Figure 1: Software reported lung nodule (axial and MIP), as presented for
verification in 50% of cases to thoracic radiologists.
© Queen's Medical Research Institute, Clinical Research Imaging Centre - Edinburgh/UK
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Results
A total of 337 CT scans from 314 subjects (173 women, 164 men) with a total of 470
pulmonary nodules (largest axial diameter between #3mm and #30mm) were included in
this study. The mean age of all the subjects was 63 ± 7 years (range 32-88 years). Details
regarding the number of CT scans and nodules per group are described in table 1. The
mean largest axial diameter of all nodules in groups 1 to 5 was 7.68 ± 3.50 mm (range:
3.42 - 28.45 mm) and the mean volume was 198 ± 333 mm3 (range: 21 - 2797 mm3).
The CAD software was able to successfully segment 95% of the total 428 nodules
between #3mm and #30mm in groups 1-3 and 5. The average inter-reader dice coefficient
was 0.83 (95% CI: 0.39, 0.96) which was 0.86 (95% CI: 0.51, 0.95) for CAD alone
(p<0.01). The inter-reader geometric mean diameter discrepancy was 1.15 (95% CI: 1.00,
1.58) which was 1.17 (95% CI: 1.01, 1.69) for CAD alone. The inter-reader geometric
mean volumetric discrepancy was 1.39 (95% CI: 1.01, 3.19) which was 1.38 (95% CI:
1.01, 3.38) for CAD alone.
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Images for this section:

Table 1: Table 1: demographics of the groups studied.
© Queen's Medical Research Institute, Clinical Research Imaging Centre - Edinburgh/UK
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Fig. 2: Figure 2: Nodule detected and segmented, with follow-up demonstrating volume
doubling times assessment.
© Aidence BV, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
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Conclusion
The performance of the CAD software for segmenting pulmonary nodules on Chest CT
is comparable to that of experienced thoracic radiologists. These results show that the
tool has the potential to assist radiologists at pulmonary nodule management, although
visual verification of the segmentation is still advised at present.
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